Anigrand Craftwork 1/144 Convair YB-60
Kit #AA-4003
(Cold War Warrior “what if” line bird)

By Bryant Dunbar
On a lark I happened to find this kit at a local model show in the vendor area. It’s
one of those subjects that I’ve been interested in since the release of the kit but
always had other projects that took priority. Now it became a must have kit now
that I had it in my hands and I readily started work on the project shortly after the
show.
A survey of what’s in the box and it’s typical of Anigrand kits. For those of you
that are not familiar with these kits, Anigrand produces short run resin kits of
esoteric aircraft that most other model manufacturers won’t even consider
producing. Consequently these kits are not the easiest to put together and
generally lack the level of detail that the hobby currently enjoys from
manufactures such as Hasegawa, Tamiya and Trumpeter. While the kits do have
recessed panel lines they tend to be deep and wide. Also, it’s not uncommon to
find some panel lines stopped mysteriously along the model’s surface without
intersecting another panel line. Also some of the major components such as the
fuselage halves and or wings can suffer from significant warping and some kits
have questionable shape issues as compared to the real aircraft. Despite all
these issues, with some time and effort a nice model can be had.

In this case the kit actually consists of four kits. Along with the YB-60 three
smaller aircraft are in the box, a 1/144 XF-88A, XF-90 and YF-93 (F-86C for
those of you that have some familiarity of this aircraft). The fighters appear to be
nice little models that I’ll save for a later project. The instructions are a single 8 ½
by 11 inch piece of paper with construction diagrams for all four aircraft on one
side with paint and decal information on the opposite side. Despite the various
issues already mentioned with regard to the resin parts, the decals appear to be
of very high quality with everything in register. Unfortunately I didn’t use them in
my project as I decided to create a “what if” model.

As I continued to survey the kit I had a couple of concerns with this project. First,
was the fact the YB-60 was a natural metal aircraft. Given the rough quality of the
kit, a tremendous amount of time would be required to clean up and polish the
surface to get an acceptable final result once the model was painted. Secondly, I
noticed how nondescript the engine pods were. Though they might be correct in
every way to the real aircraft I just wasn’t impressed. It then occurred to me to
consider incorporating other kits. Since the YB-60 was a competitor to the YB-52
and given their similar configurations, why not investigate other possibilities. As a
result I purchased a Revell B-52H kit to see what parts and pieces might be
incorporated into this project. In the end I decided to glean whatever I could take
off of the B-52 kit to incorporate on the YB-60 to make it a contemporary bomber

as if it were to have won the competition with the B-52 almost 60 years ago. This
also allowed me to leave off the pitot tube otherwise mounted on the nose of the
YB-60. Of all the features of the aircraft I never liked the look of it. No doubt it
was for evaluation purposes and would have been removed on production
aircraft had the YB-60 gone into production.

Construction initially began with parts clean up which is often the case with resin
kits as they incorporate mold release blocks that need to be removed. Also
blemishes in the primary components, the fuselage, wings and vertical and
horizontal stabilizers were cleaned up. Some of these parts had air bubbles as a
result of the molding process that required clean up that were more easily
addressed prior to construction. Fortunately only the fuselage had some warp
issues that required holding the parts under hot running water until I was able to
bring them into shape. The wings were remarkably straight.
Before mating the fuselage together with CA glue I needed to weight the nose of
the model. The YB-60 incorporated a taxi gear in the rear of the fuselage but I
figured with a full bomb load would not require it to be extended. With the use of
masking tape I managed to get the model mocked up and on its landing gear so I
could weight the nose area using flattened air rifle pellets. It took roughly 100 of
these to get the nose heavy enough for me to feel comfortable with closing up
the fuselage halves.

After I had the fuselage together as well as the wing halves I kept these primary
components apart as I continued to investigate what parts from the B-52 kit could
be used. On the fuselage I was able to incorporate many of the bumps and
sensors to include the AN/ASQ-151 EVS turrets under the nose and the ALQ117 ECM antennas mounted just above. In the tail I blended the fuselage into the
M61 20 mm Vulcan cannon. I suspect had the YB-60 won the competition it
would’ve received a gun in the tail as well.

Moving to the wings I was able to utilize the kit pylons and simply graft the B-52H
engines to them. Small amounts of Milliput were used between the pylon to
engine and pylon to wing interfaces. Gaps in both areas required a fair amount of
attention. To represent a relatively current aircraft I incorporated external fuel
tanks as well as weapons pylons, again out of the B-52 kit. The fuel tanks were
relatively simple to attach. Using styrene rod I was able to drill corresponding
holes in the tanks and wing for a strong interface between the parts. The only
trick was to ensure the tanks were aligned correctly.
I wanted to incorporate weapons pylons to represent modernization of the aircraft
and was fortunate to have pylons with Cruise missiles came in the B-52H kit. The
Pylons were similarly attached like the fuel tanks though their alignment ran
along a panel line making that issue an easy fix. The weapons pylons did pose
other problems though. I quickly realized just how versatile the B-52 is given that
it doesn’t have landing gear in the main wing box area. I considered moving the
pylons between the engines on each wing but it just didn’t look right and would
have interfered with control surfaces. In order to incorporate the weapons pylons
I had to move them significantly more forward and fill in large gaps between the

pylon and wing with Milliput. Even now with the drastic changes I’m still not sure
that the main landing gear could cycle without the pylons conflicting. If anything it
would be extremely close.
Now I was able to mate the wings and stabilizers to the fuselage. Further puttying
and clean up were required. Once clean up was done I was able to start painting.
Again because the kit is resin I decided to paint a grey primer coat to help fill in
some of the imperfections. Other imperfections that still stood out were
addressed. Currently B-52 are all gunship grey which I find to be rather boring so
in my research of various B-52 schemes I elected to go with a modified version of
the SEA Camouflage commonly used on B-52Ds during the Viet Nam War. A
three color scheme of Model Master Dark Green (B-52) (FS34096), SAC Bomber
Green (FS34159) and SAC Bomber Tan (FS34201) were used for the side and
upper surfaces of the model, Chromate yellow was used for the wheel wells. I
made numerous masks to address the wavy pattern of the black undersides of
the fuselage, engines and fuel tanks. By backing the masks with rolled tape to
create a slight space between the masks and the surfaces of the model, I was
able to create a slightly feathered effect.

With the camouflage scheme complete it was time to get the model on its landing
gear. The gear struts are simple and fit into indexed holes to ensure the correct
gear is mounted in the correct wing. One area I was not happy with the gear
doors as they were extremely thick for the scale of the model. Rather than
attempting to thin them I elected to go with thin sheet plastic and cut new ones. I
did this for both the nose and main landing gear doors. With the nose gear doors
I shaped the doors to agree with the curvature of the fuselage. I was please with
the results.

Once on its feet so to speak I glossed the entire model with a generous coating
of Future Floor Wax. This provided a smooth surface for the next two steps of the
process, decaling and weathering. I used a combination of decals from the B-52
kit as well as a B-36 sheet I had from a previous project in the same scale. The
B-36 provided a good SAC shield for the nose of the aircraft while the B-52
decals provided more modern markings for the tail. I know the markings are not
consistent with each other but I’m having fun with this project. Both sets of decals
contributed to the thin black lines over the wing to outline the walk ways.

Once decals were completed I weathered the model. I like to use pastel chalk
slurry wiped onto the panel lines with an old paint brush. I then take a damp
paper towel and wipe away the excess chalk. I always try to wipe in a direction
consistent with the airflow over the aircraft so that any remaining streaking of the
chalk will look correct. The streaking provides a subtle but added effect to the
overall look of the aircraft. Once the weathering was completed I finished the
project by sealing in the pastel with a flat coat. In this case I used Testors Dull
Coat shot through an airbrush.
Overall I really enjoyed this project as I could really do just about anything I
wanted. I think it provides a good representation of what could have been, had
the YB-60 beaten out the B-52 for the contract. Honestly though, the right aircraft
won the contract.

